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RACE REPORTS FROM CADWELL PARK AND
LEGENDS OF BRANDS HATCH SUPER PRIX
PLUS PROJECT GITANES

CADWELL PARK
– A GREAT
WEEKEND.
SUN, WIND, RAIN,
THUNDER, RACING,
LAUGHS, BEER,
BBQ
AND OH YEAH,
A FLEDGLING
PEREGRINE
FALCON!
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comment

Doesn’t time pass quickly, apparently this is issue 48 of the 70s Newsletter,
we have come a long way since the first issue in March 2013. What on earth
have we found to talk about? James Nairn takes a look back.
Vehicle Identity Forms (VIF’s) were a topic of
conversation in the first Newsletter along with
a request that the Invitation Class competitors
should ‘respect the spirit of the Championship’
and not use it as an opportunity to enter a car
that has a performance advantage. Perhaps
cars entered in the Invitation Class should at
the very least be asked to comply with the
Championship Minimum Weights for the
relevant vehicle, theoretically a relatively easy
modification for a competitor to implement
and equally easy to enforce (although as we are
still talking about weights in 2019 maybe not
as easy as implied).
We also mentioned the Championship
Regulation and ‘penalties would apply’. Now
as then enforcement of the Championship
Regulations are carried out by representatives
of Motorsport UK whose job it is to make a
judgement of fact. I would like to believe that
if a 70s car is found not to comply it is due to
an oversight by the competitor and not a
deliberate attempt to deceive.
I know that some competitors have felt
harshly judged for making a genuine mistake
but competitors should try and remember
that any opinion expressed is that of an
individual and not the view of HSCC. The aim

of the HSCC is for every member to race in a
competitive, safe, fun and social environment
and to return home after every meeting with
the sense of having spent a good weekend
with friends.
In June 2018, 70s were the star of the show at
Mallory Park with a 28 car entry, although a
club meeting in the true sense of the word
with a widely varying mix of races, the skills of
the competitors were roundly applauded by
the spectators, widely reported in the motor
sport press and discussed enthusiastically on
social media.
A month later at the 2018 Silverstone Classic,
Road Sport competitors were excited to be
part of the event and although the 70s entries
were capped at 30 I believe most competitors
thought their efforts warranted more than 12
seconds in the 45 minute video of the event.
Fast forward to 2019 and the weekend of
13/14 July competitors were offered the
opportunity to race at the inaugural Tom Pryce
Memorial Weekend on the Anglesey Circuit
(situated on the coast overlooking the
Snowdonia mountain range) 70s mustered a
20 car grid (including two Invitation entries).
In idle moments I wonder what criteria
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competitors use when selecting which races
they enter: cost, location, family commitments?
As Anglesey was a new venue for the 70s
Championship, with the opportunity to honour
the memory of Tom Pryce one of the great F1
drivers of the 1970s, I had probably expected
the pair of races to generate more support
and be more appealing to 70s competitors
especially as they would be the pioneers and
trailblazers with an opportunity to build and
shape this event into something special.
If you have any thoughts or opinions on the
subject of Anglesey, whether you feel there
have been too many meetings between
Cadwell in the middle of May and Croft at the
beginning of August or what criteria you
apply when deciding which meetings you
enter. Please send your message to Charles:
charles.barter@thewatercresscompany.com
Despite a recent reduction in race entries at
Anglesey and Croft there are a healthy
number of competitors registered for the
70s Championship. Taking an overview of
competitors and class divisions up to and
including 13 July there have been 43
individual competitors who have entered at
least one meeting plus seven additional entries
from the Invitation Class.
Class D have received 17 individual entries,
followed by Class C with 10 and B with 9
Classes A & E had four and three respectively.
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In the previous Newsletter, sent out in June,
we asked whether competitors would like a
Championship race in Europe in 2020.
Pieter Bakker of Legendary Circuits who
organises events in Europe for Production
Road Sports Cars told me he had spoken to
the Dutch KNAF (Koninklijke Nederlandse
Autosport Federatie) and the French FFSA
(Fédération Francaise de Sport Automobile) to
ask whether they would accept Motorsport UK
Regulations, both Federations said they were
‘not keen to accept a less strict policy on safety’.
We know from past experience of Spa that the
Belgium Authorities hold a similar view.
A copy of the Appendix K 2019 Safety
Regulations are now on the 70s website:
https://70sroadsports.co.uk/post-grid/
Please take a look and let us know whether
you car complies or whether you would be
prepared to upgrade to race in Europe. Please
send your replies to Charles:
charles.barter@thewatercresscompany.com
Our next race is the Croft Nostalgia on the
03/04 August, another of our great summer
weekends on the 70s calendar. The best news
is that there are no road works on the A1, it
has been completely resurfaced, its smooth,
wide and with plenty of passing opportunities.
And there is still time through the magic of
the internet to enter the meeting and to sort
an appropriate outfit.

New HSCC Patron-in-Chief,
Richard Attwood
acknowledges the
appreciative spectators at
the Croft Nostalgia
Meeting in 2017
Image:
©joshuabarrettphotography
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CADWELL PARK
Someone should create a 70s Road Sports
version of Top Trumps, it would certainly be a
challenging game as the individual performance
of each particular marque appears to defy
popular convention. With their helmets on,
drivers appear ageless although some of the
younger ones sport beards to prove they can,
whilst the racing snakes don’t even appear to
have any discernible advantage when looking at
the depth of competition throughout the grid.

Images: Martin Cooper & Charlie Wooding Design & words: James Nairn
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Charles Barter, Datsun
240Z and Jez Clark, Lotus
Elan shared the front row
of the grid for both races
taking a win apiece. With
Charles victorious on
Saturday and Jez winning
on Sunday
Image:
©martincooperphoto

It’s said that determination is a characteristic
that defines winners and the number one on
the bonnet of Jez Clark’s Elan appears to
confirm that theory; but there is also a depth
of intensity in eyes and a burning desire to
drive every lap as if it could be his last. First
out of the Assembly Area Jez moved straight
to the top of the time sheets posting a time in
the low 1:50s on his first lap whilst no-one
else got within 10 seconds of his time.
However, Charles Barter only required three
laps before securing pole, then just to be sure
posted another lap also quicker than anyone
else could manage. Most people would think
you had been imbibing too much Japanese
Niizawa Sake if you told them a Datsun 240Z
can dance its way around the twists and turn
of the sinuous Cadwell Park track quicker than
a small, light and fleet of foot Lotus Elan or
Europa, but in 70s as in Tokyo, convention is
often redefined.

width glass air brake in place of aero screens
and a hard top, although dispensing with the
flippy floppy doors allowing ‘Keki’ to get his
‘elbows out’ and wrestle a time that was three
tenths quicker than father Leverett’s Elan.

Mark Bennett headed the next group of five
cars separated by a little more than a second,
just a fraction over two tenths ahead of his
class rival Adam Bagnall,l whose home built
and road driven Jaguar E-Type almost set the
speed trap on fire topping out at a scorching
118.3mph. Adam was in turn just seven
hundredths ahead of John Dickson, whose
Ferrari 308GTB sadly ingested something
solid and metallic that bent a valve. John shut
down the V8 quickly hoping to limiting the
level of internal damage inflicted to his wallet
but unfortunately it also brought his weekend
of motor sport to a premature end. Howard
Payne and Rupert Ashdown rounded off the
top ten in their Lotus’s. Rupert has recently
been showing some good pace in the vibrant
Will Leverett struggled to get his Europa to
run cleanly but still hustled his way into third, green Elan and headed the eclectic group of
Invitation runners a couple of seconds ahead
half a second behind Jez and ahead of Kevin
‘Keki’ Kivlochan. The Scot had entered into the of Tim Hayes. Tim’s Alfa Romeo Sprint always
seems to run well at Cadwell Park and the
spirit of 70s to join Class A by fitting his
enigmatic pale blue Datsun YB110 (think
Morgan Plus 8 with the equivalent of a full
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CHARLES’S SPARKLING METALLIC BLUE
DATSUN APPEARS TO COLLECT SUNLIGHT
AND REFLECT IT IN EVERY DIRECTION WHILST
THE TIDY LITTLE ELAN OF JEZ LOOKED AS
DELECTABLE AS FRESH STRAWBERRIES IN
A BOWL OF CREAM.

brought with him one of the most interesting
cars seen in 70s for a number of years: a
Scirocco GTi. Technically more ‘coupe’ than
‘sports car’ in the pedantic sense but still
prepared to comply with the Regulations
Neil Brown predictably headed Class D, his
because 70s have the ability to be pragmatic
Lotus Eclat an eye-watering 10mph quicker
when an entry form containing something as
through the speed trap than his class rivals
interesting as this GTi turns up in the post.
and lapping almost a second quicker than
Chris Holland who was having his turn in the Sadly, the Scirocco was only able to complete
Lotus 7S4, leaving Nic Strong languishing in a two qualifying laps before a fuse box/ECU
issue put paid to John’s weekend. For lovers
surprising 15th but offering the prospect of
an exciting climb through the field come race of the random coincidence, if the Scirocco had
time. Will Morton manages his farm to ensure made the grid it would have lined up alongside
the Porsche 924 of Chris Baines, John’s actual
the Cadwell Park weekend is always free for
70s Road Sport campaign weapon of choice
racing, despite his Porsche 924 being one of
from the early 2000s.
the slowest cars through the speed trap. Will
knows his way around Cadwell as well as he
For Mark Oldfield it was third time lucky, the
understands his arable acres in Warwickshire,
deckchairs were still packed but this time his
qualifying 17th half a second behind Peter
Porsche 924 made it into qualifying which
Bowyer’s invitation MGB but a couple of
was fortunate as he had previously stated that
tenths ahead of the troubled Lotus Europa of
if it didn’t work this time he was going to
Nigel Ashley. The TVR 3000M of Steve
‘borrow a Hurricane from the Battle of Britain
Bellerby was back to its resplendent best but
Flight and strafe it.’ Morgan Sparrow was the
only just scraped ahead of David Tomkinson
last of the qualifiers to secure a place on the
who was as usual belying the lack of cubic
grid in his Historic Roadsports Porsche 911,
centimetres in his Triumph Spitfire.
the original entry list of 26 cars being reduced
Returning after a ten-year break, John Hillon
to 22 after just 15 minutes of qualifying.
Astra GTE but ten years ahead of its time) of
Steve Worrad, a car which always receives
much favourable attention squeezed a lot of
pace from its 1200cc engine.
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Jez Clark’s Lotus stuck to
the tail of the blue Datsun
but couldn’t break
Charles’s grip from the
winners trophy
Image:
©martincooperphoto
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IT’S SAID THAT DETERMINATION
IS A CHARACTERISTIC THAT
DEFINES WINNERS AND THE
NUMBER ONE ON THE BONNET
OF JEZ CLARK’S ELAN APPEARS
TO CONFIRM THAT THEORY

engaged ‘tractor beams’ and locked onto the
rear of the Datsun. As Will’s Europa floundered
Adam Bagnall again showed who was king of
the traffic light grand prix and might have
gone higher if ‘Keki’ wasn’t quite so sharp
behind the wheel of the Morgan. Whilst
In the break between qualifying and the race hidden in the mid-grid maelstrom, Nick
the 70s Paddock was transformed into a field Strong was equally quick off the mark, entering
hospital for 70s sports cars, a hubbub of activity into a spirited battle with the indecently quick
as the skilled and dexterous identified, repaired, Datsun YB110. Despite giving away 1800cc to
the Marcos Steve Worrad refused to make life
made do and mended the less terminally
easy for Nic, only losing touch a couple of laps
wounded. Polishing teams were assembled
whilst the lucky ones enjoyed a delicious MSV from the finish when the lappery started.
breakfast in the paddock café before relaxing Jez is no slouch behind the wheel yet he
in the warm sun to enjoy watching other
found two seconds of pace that the Elan didn’t
competitors trying to master the unique
have in qualifying. Either by sheer strength of
challenges that the Lincolnshire Wolds
will or possibly by simply not blinking and
topography brings to this delightful circuit.
breaking the laser lock, he stuck to the tail of
Simon Holmesmith had only completed four
laps before his Alfa GTV 2000 disgorged its
lifeblood onto the pit lane like a scene from
Alien while the Lotus 7 of Steve Cooke ground
to a halt with a broken gearbox after less
than a lap.

The kaleidoscope of colour that accompanies
a grid full of 70s cars is always a delight,
Charles’s sparkling metallic blue Datsun
appears to collect sunlight and reflect it in
every direction whilst the tidy little Elan of Jez
looked as delectable as fresh strawberries in a
bowl of cream. Then, in the blink of an eye,
the front row surged forward as if launched
with the help of a Saturn 5 booster, Jez

the Datsun maintaining a gap behind Charles
to less than four tenths after 11 laps of
intense race craft. Mark Leverett always
appears to shine at Cadwell Park, displaying a
confident swagger he moved quickly onto the
tail of the big Morgan whilst Will was distracted
by the inadequacies in his Europa. Despite
possessing more pace, Mark’s ambitions were
repeatedly frustrated by Kevin using
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INITIALLY ADAM HUNG ONTO THIRD UNABLE
TO RUN AT THE PACE OF THE LEADERS BUT
DRIVING WITH THE RESILIENCE OF A MAN
WHO HAD FORGOTTEN HE WAS RACING HIS
TRANSPORT HOME

extrasensory perception to place the Morgan
exactly where he was planning to put the Elan.

Morgan after 20 minutes of fun filled action.

The action wasn’t just the preserve of the top
10 and although Tim Hayes had a quiet race
Once Will had worked his way past Adam’s
Steve Bellerby joined forces with Will Morton
E-Type he became an annoying child snapping
and David Tomkinson to gang up on Neil
at the tail pipes of his father’s Elan, before
Brown who was finding life much harder than
moving into fourth on lap six to have a go at
his speed advantage would have suggested.
wrestling a place from Kevin. Taking up the
Conventional logic wouldn’t have a Porsche
cudgels again a lap later Mark found himself
924 racing with a Triumph Spitfire let alone
wrong-footed at the end of the Park Straight
filling the mirrors of the Lotus Eclat which is a
taking a high speed trip across the grass,
rocket ship in comparison, but as previously
dislodging part of the tyre wall but causing no
written, perception and reality don’t often
damage to the Elan except for the loss of a
occupy the same piece of track in 70s.
door mirror and 15 seconds which placed him
behind the Europa of Howard Payne, who was Leaving Neil, Will and David to squabble
amongst themselves Steve set off after the
enjoying a great tussle with Mark Bennett.
indecently quick MGB of Peter Bowyer
Another example of a seemingly unequal
struggle with Howard’s little four pot pitched gaining another place when Peter slowed
with a misfire, Steve then set his sights on the
against the MG’s rumbling V8 creating some
Lotus 7 of Chris Holland both enjoying a
entertaining racing for everyone involved.
merry dance through the dappled shade from
leafy trees lining the circuit before Steve
Mark Bennett was in turn hassling Rupert
Ashdown who was pushed closer to the rear of nipped past the Lotus to claim another place
Adam’s straight six powered Jaguar, still only a on lap ten. Mark Oldfield reported that his
924 had no problems that a fat cheque book
second behind Will Leverett whose boyish
couldn’t fix, finishing ahead of Chris Baines
enthusiasm compensated for his Europa’s
problems, picking up where his father had left similar Porsche 924 and the classic 911 of
off, finishing half a second from the tail of the Morgan Sparrow.
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Adam Bagnall managed
to resist the challenge
from the Morgan of ‘Keki’
Kivlochan and Mark
Leverett for 6 laps
Image:
©martincooperphoto
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LAP CHART

Start
0

Lap 1

Lap 2

Lap 3

Lap 4

Lap 5

CADWELL PARK – RACE ONE: SATURDAY 15TH JUNE 2019

01 24 Charles Barter
02 22 Jeremy Clark
03 19 Will Leverett

5

04 98 Kevin Kivlochan
05 20 Mark Leverett
06 131 Mark Bennett
07 02 Adam Bagnall
08 151 John Dickson

10

09 11 Howard Payne
10 45 Rupert Ashdown
11 67 Tim Hayes
12 91 Steve Worrad
13 12 Neil Brown

15

14 14 Chris Holland
15 37 Nic Strong
16 101 Peter Bowyer
17 21 Will Morton
18 10 Nigel Ashley

20

19 55 Steve Bellerby
20 07 David Tomkinson
21 28 Chris Baines
22 81 John Hillon
23 57 Mark Oldfield

25

24 64 Morgan Sparrow
25 77 Simon Holmesmith
26 65 Steve Cooke
Laps
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30

1

2

3

4

5

Lap

p6

Lap 7

Lap 8

Lap 9

Lap 10

Lap 11

Lap 12

01 Charles Barter

B

02 Jeremy Clark

C

03 Kevin Kivlochan

A

04

Will Leverett

C

05

Adam Bagnall

A

06

Rupert Ashdown

I

07

Mark Bennett

A

08

Howard Payne

C

09

Mark Leverett

C

10

Nic Strong

B

11

Steve Worrad

I

12

Tim Hayes

I

13

Steve Bellerby

B

14

Chris Holland

C

15 Neil Brown

D

16

Will Morton

D

17

David Tomkinson

E

18

Peter Bowyer

I

19

Mark Oldfield

D

20

Chris Baines

D

21

Morgan Sparrow

I

DNF Nigel Ashley

I

DNS John Dickson

B

DNS John Hillon

I

DNS Simon Holmesmith D
DNS Steve Cooke
7

8

9

10

11

12
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#4–16.06.19
#4–16.06.19
CADWELL PARK – RACE TWO: SUNDAY

The more of these race reports I write the more I am beginning to believe that
70s Road Sports inhabit some form of parallel universe where considered
opinion is no longer relevant, a 2019 version of a 1970s commune built in
its own image where competitors work together to fix broken cars, drink beer
from cans and share a common purpose, mixed with the heady aroma of
barbecue smoke-filled air and that was before John Dickson arrived with a
Peregrine Falcon!!!
The start of a new day, as the tinnitus from the
Swamp Stomp slowly faded it dawned on
competitors that with just time for a mug of
tea, like Groundhog Day it was all about to
happen again, except of course it never does
because that is the way with best laid plans
and why motorsport is so infectious.
Regardless of the predictions from the wisest
of sages everyone knows that is never how it
will happen. At 10.00am the red glow from
the start gantry light flicked out but instead of
the Datsun surging forward it disappears like
a shark being engulfed by a shoal of herring,
and whilst Charles was quickly regaining his
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equilibrium Jez was heading for the horizon
as fast as his twin-cam horses would carry
him. Adam Bagnall launched his Jaguar off
the grid like the proverbial scalded cat,
getting ahead of ‘Keki’ Kivlochan who
immediately had Mark Leverett looking to
make things difficult for him. Will Leverett
slumped to sixth whilst Howard Payne fell
even further back to sixteenth.
For Mark Oldfield this was as good as it was
going to get: by the time the 924 passed the
commentary box manned by Marcus Pye it
was sounding like a Bedford CA van and
moving only slightly quicker before inevitably

CADWELL PARK
becoming the first retirement of the day.
Charles initially slipped to sixth but was back
to third by the end of the first lap and just
under four seconds behind Jez, before
squirrelling past Kevin through a gap that
wasn’t really there like an otter coated in
butter and demoting Adam by the end of the
second lap. At the end of lap three Jez only
held a one second lead and was one and a
half seconds down a lap later. By lap nine the
gap between the Datsun and Lotus was
almost nine seconds and then it began to
shrink: Slipping on its own leaking coolant
the Datsun began to struggle but hung on
until the final lap when Jez seized his chance
to snatch a surprise win whilst Charles hung
onto second, relieved he had a healthy gap
back to Kevin’s Morgan.

Initially Adam hung onto third, unable to run
at the pace of the leaders but driving with the
resilience of a man who had forgotten he was
racing his transport home. Despite being
bullied mercilessly by Kevin’s Morgan and

Mark’s Elan, Adam hung on until lap seven
when he finally had to relinquish two places,
although by then safe from attack by Will
Leverett. Will had his own problems falling
into the clutches of Nic Strong who had the
Marcos flying, eventually pushing it to within
half a second of Adam by the flag. Howard
Payne made a good recovery from sixteenth at
the end of the first lap to eighth at the flag,
passing Mark Bennett on the penultimate lap
and finishing just a little over half a second
behind Will.

For the vast majority of
both races Kevin Kivlochan
had his mirrors filled with
Lotus Elan blurs, Jaguar
E-Type blurs, and Lotus
Europa blurs
Image:
©martincooperphoto

Steve Worrad took the Independent class
honours from Rupert Ashdown who was
unable to match his pace from Saturday while
Steve Bellerby, Tim Hayes and Chris Holland
all found comfortable spaces as they wound
down the final laps. David Tomkinson took the
fight to Neil Brown although as the Triumph
Spitfire couldn’t stay with the Lotus in a
straight line this was always going to be an
unequal challenge. With a lap time only five
tenths slower, David was clearly king of the
HSCC 70s Road Sports – July 2019

DAVID WAS CLEARLY KING OF THE MOUNTAIN
AND IN ANOTHER CHALLENGE TO POPULAR
CONVENTION WAS SIGNIFICANTLY QUICKER
THAN THE ECLAT FROM PARK CORNER TO
MANSFIELD

Dave Tomkinson
chases the Lotus 7
of Chris Holland and
Neil Brown’s blue Eclat
Image:
©martincooperphoto
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from top:
Mark Leverett with the
Peregrine Falcon and
fledgling, Tim Hayes
always runs well at
Cadwell Park in his Alfa
Sprint, Adam Bagnall built
a comfortable home from
home, Steve Bellerby got
quicker throughout the
weekend whilst Rupert
Ashdown with father
Barry is showing good
pace in the family Elan
Images:
© Charlie Wooding
Adam image:
© John Dickson

mountain and in another challenge to
popular convention was significantly quicker
than the Eclat from Park Corner to Mansfield,
whilst also finishing ahead of the remaining
up to 2ltr Class D competitors (or to adopt the
colloquial description ‘Fokke:s’) in their
‘exotic’ German cars. Will Morton was slightly
perplexed, despite matching his Saturday lap
times he was unable to stay with Neil and
David on Sunday, claiming that his race was
so lonely he almost resorted to counting
sheep to stay awake! Chris Baines, Nigel
Ashley (his Lotus Europa still feeling blue) and
the Porsche 911 of Morgan Sparrow rounded
off the classified finishers.
Hopefully on the cooling down lap Jez briefly
considered celebrating the win before his
eyes narrowed and he recalibrated his focus
onto 2.43 miles of tarmac in rural Kent. A
weekend at Cadwell Park is always worth the
journey and competitors took the trouble to
show their appreciation of the flag marshals’
commitment and dedication as they toured
back to the paddock at the end of the race,
but the real highlight of the weekend for
70s competitors was without a doubt John
Dickson’s Peregrine Falcon and fledgling.
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LAP CHART

Start
0

Lap 1

Lap 2

Lap 3

Lap 4

Lap 5

4

5

Lap

CADWELL PARK: SUNDAY 16TH JUNE 2019

01 24 Charles Barter
02 22 Jeremy Clark
03 98 Kevin Kivlochan
04 19 Will Leverett

5

05 02 Adam Bagnall
06 45 Rupert Ashdown
07 131 Mark Bennett
08 11 Howard Payne
09 20 Mark Leverett

10

10 37 Nic Strong
11 91 Steve Worrad
12 67 Tim Hayes
13 55 Steve Bellerby
14 14 Chris Holland

15

15 12 Neil Brown
16 21 Will Morton
17 07 David Tomkinson
18 101 Peter Bowyer
19 57 Mark Oldfield

20

20 28 Chris Baines
21 64 Morgan Sparrow
22 10 Nigel Ashley
Laps
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25

1

2

3

6

p6

6

Lap 7

Lap 8

Lap 9

Lap 10

Lap 11

Lap 12

01 Jeremy Clark

C

02 Charles Barter

B

03 Kevin Kivlochan

A

04

Mark Leverett

C

05

Adam Bagnall

A

06

Nic Strong

B

07

Will Leverett

C

08

Howard Payne

C

09

Mark Bennett

A

10

Steve Worrad

I

11

Rupert Ashdown

I

12

Steve Bellerby

B

13

Tim Hayes

I

14

Chris Holland

C

15 Neil Brown

7

8

9

10

11

D

16

David Tomkinson

E

17

Will Morton

D

18

Chris Baines

D

19

Nigel Ashley

I

20

Morgan Sparrow

I

DNF Peter Bowyer

I

DNF Mark Oldfield

D

12
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PROJECT GITANES
VW SCIROCCO GTI

Sometimes it’s easy to forget what a special place in history the cars competing
in the 70s Championship occupy, at times we can be guilty of a slight blaseness
when presented with the announcement of another Datsun 240Z (however
beautifully prepared), Ferrari 308GTB or ubiquitous Porsche 924 but at Cadwell
Park we welcomed back former 924 ace John Hillon in a unique Scirocco GTi.
With thanks to the Scirocco Register for sharing this story.
The timeline is a
summary of many
pages of text and
images dedicated to
this car on the
Scirocco Register
Owners Forum

Early 2000
Now 20 years old the Scirocco GTI had
already received a makeover in the North
West of England
2002
Purchased from Rochdale, after the car had
been resprayed in its original Baikal blue
Totally standard with original engine,
interior etc, only owned for a week before
being sold as a fully functioning car

2011
Rebuilt as funds allowed from the wheels up
including new floors and sills on one side,
fully refabricated inner arches front and rear,
front cross member.
Repainted in it’s original colour with Baikal
blue cellulose
2012
A new engine sourced via Mk1 Golf Owners
Club Forum - a fruity little 1588cc that
allegedly came from a GLi

2004
Purchased as a project after the car had been
dismantled and all the glass removed

2013-14
Project stalled due to work commitments

Left untouched for around six months,
before being listed on eBay as a runner with
the original blue interior. Sold to a guy from
Coventry who towed it away with a rope
behind a Corrado

2015
Properly purposeful without shouting, an
almost perfect Mk1 Rocco – quick enough to
surprise people but not so precious it can’t
be taken to Tescos or driven in bad weather

2008
Bought from photos as a rolling chassis, plus
a lot of spares including a gopping red
interior. Displayed at the Classic Car Show

2017
New home and life beckons. A Historic racing
Championship for 70’s Sports Cars and
Coupes. Enjoy the race track.

2009
Work started... being a Mk1 Rocco there
were many corrosion issues

2019
Race 1 Cadwell Park, electrical issues limit
track time
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Project Gitanes back on
track at Cadwell Park
Image:
©martincooperphoto
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BRANDS HATCH
Arriving on the second day of a two day race
meeting feels a bit like turning up late for a
wedding reception when all the Blackberry
Vodkas have been drunk, the Asian Food Station
devastated before spotting the Doughnut Wall
and you are immediately back in the swing of
things. The opportunity to race on the Brands
Hatch Grand Prix Circuit at the SuperPrix usually
dispels any thoughts that the day is going to be
anything other than a wonderful experience.

Images: Martin Cooper & Charlie Wooding Design & words: James Nairn
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Is there any other car that
looks better and shouts
historic motorsport louder
than an Alfa 105?
Image:
©martincooperphoto

Jim Dean was looking forward to his first 70s
race of the season and brought along his
trusty green and yellow Europa, posting his
quickest time on lap four which was almost
immediately beaten by Jez Clark and Will
Leverett, these two trading lap times before
the Elan grabbed pole from the white Europa
by eight hundredths of a second. Will had
tracked down the problems afflicting his
Europa at Cadwell Park by the process of
elimination, initially believing it was water in
the fuel before discovering a disintegrating
distributor, then a loose jet in the carburettor
which finally returned his Europa to rude
health. Mark Leverett took a little longer to get
up to speed but on his penultimate qualifying
lap relegated Jim to fourth.
Rupert Ashdown continued to show good
pace in the family Elan leading the Invitation
Class. The first non-Lotus on the grid was the
Ferrari 308GTB of John Dickson who was
hoping that the engine repaired after
ingesting an alien at Cadwell Park would
provide a nice birthday surprise, lapping just
seven tenths ahead of the similar 308 of Jai
Sharma, who I believe still drives his race car
to the meetings. Adam Bagnall was eighth,
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more a reflection of the pace from the cars in
front rather than anything lacking from the
4.2 Jaguar E-Type, but heading a tight bunch
from the Marcos 3000GT of Nic Strong who
finally put his car in an appropriate place on
the grid. We will miss those recovery drives
from the dark side, although Nic was still
likely to be haunted by the hovering spectre
of Mark Bennett’s deep black MGB V8 just
fifteen hundredths of a second behind.
Qualifying eleventh was Dave Karaskas, back
with a refreshed engine after problems at the
first race of the season, though whatever it
cost was worth every penny as it sounded
absolutely wonderful, akin to a lone wolf
howling at a full moon. The next three cars on
the grid were each separated by a few tenths,
comprising an eclectic mix with Howard
Payne’s Cambridge Regional College Team
Lotus Europa, John Hall’s pale metallic blue
Datsun 260Z and Mike Neumann’s Alfa GTV.
Mike has used his time to good effect working
on the set up of his Alfa, posting a 1.55.704
within a hair’s breadth of toppling the best
Alfa 105 time around the Brands GP circuit,
set back in 2012 by Alex Childs in his GT
Junior with a lap of 1.55.412

THE CLASS D ROLLING
CONVOY OF ‘AUTO ITALIANE
DELLA GENTE.’ KEN
RORRISON’S BERTONE ALFA
FRACTIONALLY AHEAD OF THE
NEWER GIORGETTO GIUGIARO
WEDGIE ‘ALFETTA & SARAH
HUTCHISON’S LANCIA BETA’
TRANS: ‘ITALIAN PEOPLE’S CARS’
Alan Bull was second in the Invitation Class in
his 924 looking smooth and unruffled
posting a time close to the class record for a
924 which suggested he was quite handy. The
Lotus 7 of Chris Holland headed the next
assorted group again separated by tenths.
Behind the 1800GT Marcos of Johan Denekamp
and Spiderman Adam Ross was the Class D
rolling convoy of ‘auto italiane della gente.’
Ken Rorrison’s Bertone Alfa fractionally ahead
of the newer Giorgetto Giugiaro wedgie
‘Alfetta’ (translating to ‘little Alfa’) Sarah
Hutchison’s Lancia Beta and Simon Baines
having a fun run in the family Porsche 924
hanging on to the back of the group, before a
three and a half second gap to William
Jenkins troubled Porsche 914-6 ahead of the
equally troubled Lotus Europa of Nigel Ashley
which was only operating on half throttle.
The final three places on the grid were
occupied by competitors carrying the Novice
Yellow Square and possible contenders for the
Win Percy Trophy. If there was an award for
presentation the silver Datsun 240Z of Tom
Owen and blue Datsun of John Hall would be
leading contenders whilst Julian Reichman’s
Starburst Yellow & Gunmetal Grey MG Midget

was equally well presented, indicating how
high the standard has become in recent years.
Pete Connell is technically no longer in his
first season of racing having entered a
recalcitrant TVR in the 2018 Championship,
although I suspect Pete could argue that, the
actual activity of racing had been very much
lacking before acquiring his Porsche 924
earlier this year.
Whether new to the Championship or simply
technically challenged it’s worth remembering
there’s considerable depth of knowledge and
talent to call upon amongst the 70s racers, we
are aware many competitors are happy to get
it wrong without assistance but help is at
hand and you only have to ask.
Some things in life are bad,
They can really make you mad.
Other things just make you swear and curse.
When you’re chewing on life’s gristle,
Don’t grumble, give a whistle!
And this’ll help things turn out for the best.
Although if you want to know more about
how to Train Your Dragon, Hawk or Falcon,
John Dickson is the go-to guy.
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The Alfa’s of Mike
Neumann, Ken Rorrison
and ‘little Alfa’ of Lawrence
Alexander put on a great
display.
Image:
©martincooperphoto
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IN THE LATE AFTERNOON SUN THE 27 CAR
GRID WAS A RIOT OF COLOUR

As usual there was a buzz of activity in the 70s
paddock between qualifying and race time
with problems diagnosed and solutions
sought. Dave Karaskas was concerned by a
misfire that had developed later in the
qualifying session which was fortunately
tracked down to a faulty rotor arm, Jim Dean
was concerned about tyres, Adam Bagnall had
his washing draped over the tailgate of the
E-Type making the most of the warm weekend
weather. William Jenkins had one side of his
914-6 jacked high into the air, whilst the
tell-tale pools of fluid underneath John
Dickson’s Ferrari suggested it was more
hobbled horse than Cavallino Rampante.

#5 RACE @ 16.56
In the late afternoon sun the 27 car grid was a
riot of colour. Jim Dean set off at escape
velocity taking the lead at the top of Paddock
Hill, attempting to get as far away as fast as
possible. Two rows further back but also from
the high right-hand side of the grid Adam
Bagnall made another of his scorching trade
mark starts to slot in behind Mark Leverett.

Dave Karaskas had no intention of missing
out on the fun and from 11th of the grid was
quickly tucked up behind Adam. Lawrence
Alexander and Ken Rorrison also made great
progress in their Alfas, dropping in behind the
924 of Alan Bull who was keeping Mike
Neumann busy setting up an entertaining
battle in the mid grid. At the end of the first
lap Jim had opened a 1.8sec gap to Jez with
Will and Mark Leverett slipping back by a
similar distance but that was as far away as he
got. It was still much further than John
Dickson got, calling it a day at the exit of
Graham Hill Bend, before taking a short cut
into the pits and back to the Paddock, his
birthday balloon well and truly deflated.
Meanwhile Adam was towing an amazing
technicolour dreamcoat behind his E-Type,
with Dave’s sunshine yellow TVR ahead of
Rupert Ashdown’s apple green Elan, Jai
Sharma’s rosso corsa Ferrari and the even
brighter red Marcos of Nic Strong. Mark
Bennett’s MGB was like a shadow with the
distance between him and the group
extending each lap in the late afternoon sun.
Hidden amongst these little track battles was
Howard Payne, recovering lost ground having
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MEANWHILE ADAM WAS TOWING AN AMAZING
TECHNICOLOUR DREAMCOAT BEHIND HIS
E-TYPE, WITH DAVE KARASKAS’S SUNSHINE
YELLOW TVR AHEAD OF RUPERT ASHDOWN’S
APPLE GREEN ELAN, JAI SHARMA’S ROSSO
CORSA FERRARI AND THE EVEN BRIGHTER RED
MARCOS OF NIC STRONG.

fallen back to 20th by the end of the first lap.
Jim Dean held the lead until the end of lap
five, by which time the handling of his Europa
was becoming wayward allowing Jez and Will
to sweep past. Further back Alan Bull was
using all the circuit and more to usurp Mike
Neumann showcasing all that is good about
racing in 70s, nothing to win but prepared to
give it all. Nic Strong passed Jai’s Ferrari and
then the Elan of Rupert Ashdown a lap later
which gave Dave Karaskas the incentive
needed to find a way past Adam’s E-Type. By
the end of lap seven Jim had decided bravery
was likely to cost more than discretion and
parked his Europa safely behind the barriers
on the inside of the circuit at the foot of
Paddock Hill with just time to discover the left
trailing arm was becoming detached from the
rest of the suspension, as John Hall launched
his Datsun 260Z deep into the gravel sending
a large sand storm in the direction of the
viewing spectators who were left picking sand
and gravel from their ice creams.
Halfway through the 30 minute race and just
as things were beginning to settle the Safety
Car was sent out allowing John’s Datsun to be
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unceremoniously dragged from the gravel
but once the dust had cleared this had the
very desirable effect for the spectators of
bunching the field. Although it is debatable
whether the rolling Alfa display of Adam Ross,
Spider, Lawrence Alexander, Alfetta and Ken
Rorrison 2000GTV really wanted the
distraction of watching the exhaust system
hanging unrestrained beneath Johan
Denekamp’s Marcos 1800 before he
responded to the black flag two laps from the
end. Released by the safety car at the end of
lap eleven Will Leverett was tucked tightly up
behind Jez’s red and white Elan, Nic Strong
muscled passed Adam’s E-Type and set off
after Dave Karaskas in a battle of the Essex
V6’s, whilst further back Chris Holland who
had enjoyed a relatively peaceful first half
suddenly came under attack from Adam Ross
who was wringing all the performance
available from the Alfa Spider.
Over the remaining four laps Will did his best
to fill the mirrors of Jez’s Elan although the
winning distance of two seconds suggested
that Will’s plan to usurp Jez on the final lap
resulted in him deviating from the ideal line
and calling upon his undoubted talent and

A tremendous battle raged
in the first half of the race
behind the E-Type of Adam
Bagnall
Image:
©martincooperphoto
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JOHN HALL LAUNCHED HIS DATSUN 260Z
DEEP INTO THE GRAVEL SENDING A LARGE
SAND STORM IN THE DIRECTION OF THE
VIEWING SPECTATORS WHO WERE LEFT
PICKING SAND AND GRAVEL FROM THEIR
ICE CREAMS.
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Tom Owen’s Datsun is
another of the
immaculately prepared
cars that has recently
joined the Championship
Image:
© Charlie Wooding

reflexes to hang onto second. Mark Leverett
seemed quite content to watch the
entertaining display unfolding in front of him,
happy to settle for the final step of the
podium. Dave Karaskas managed to resist the
attentions of Nic Strong by a mere fifteen
hundredths of a second taking his first class
win since Snetterton in 2018. Adam Bagnall
was allowed to relax a bit towards the end as
Mark Bennett, who had set the fastest lap
time in Class A, became the focus of Rupert
Ashdown’s attention. Rupert had lost a couple
of places to the MGB V8 and to Howard
Payne’s recovering Europa after the Safety Car,
but wrestled the place back from Howard and
closed to just nine thousands of a second
behind Mark.
Mike Neumann took the honours in Class D
whilst Alan Bull was given a 15 second
penalty for providing some entertaining
racing although admittedly not all of it within
the confines of the track limits, putting him
behind Chris Holland and Adam Ross. The
next group was led by Lawrence Alexander
who had swapped the place with Ken
Rorrison. Sarah Hutchison and Simon Baines
finished pretty much as they started although

clearly enjoyed their inter class battle.
Highlighting the steep learning curve and
challenges which face a novice driver even in
club motor sport Tom Owen did finish ahead
of Nigel Ashley’s performance-limited Europa
which was only operating on half throttle. Two
laps back were Pete Connell and Julian
Reichman who unfortunately received a one
lap penalty for taking a short cut back to the
pits, almost certainly a consequence of
inexperience. But as demonstrated back in
July 1969 with patience, practice, time and
effort it is possible to walk on the moon.
After a challenging start to
the year Jez’s season is
beginning to pick up
some momentum
Image:
©martincooperphoto
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LAP CHART
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BRANDS HATCH: SUNDAY 30TH JUNE 2019

01 22 Jeremy Clark
02 19 Will Leverett
03 20 Mark Leverett

5

04 72 Jim Dean

05 45 Rupert Ashdown
06 151 John Dickson
07 114 Jai Sharma
08 02 Adam Bagnall

10

09 37 Nic Strong

10 131 Mark Bennett
11 42 Dave Karaskas
12 11 Howard Payne
13 128 John Hall

15

14 74 Mike Neumann
15 38 Alan Bull
16 14 Chris Holland
17 12 Johan Denekamp
18 96 Adam Ross
19 04 Ken Rorrison

20

20 61 Lawrence Alexander
21 56 Sarah Hutchison
22 28 Simon Baines
23 25 William Jenkins
24 10 Nigel Ashley

25

25 44 Tom Owen
26 22 Julian Reichman
27 03 Pete Connell

30

Laps
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Lap 8

Lap 9 Lap 10 Lap 11 Lap 12 Lap 13 Lap 14 Lap 15

01 Jeremy Clark
02

Will Leverett

C

03

Mark Leverett

C

04 Dave Karaskas

B

Nic Strong

B

06 Adam Bagnall

A

05

07

Mark Bennett

A

08

Rupert Ashdown

I

09

Howard Payne

C

10 Mike Neumann

D

11

Chris Holland

C

12

Adam Ross

I

13* Alan Bull

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

C

I

14

Lawrence Alexander D

15

Ken Rorrison

D

16

Sarah Hutchison

D

17

Simon Baines

D

18

Tom Owen

I

19

Nigel Ashley

C

20

Pete Connell

D

21* Julian Reichman

D

DNF Johan Denekamp

I

DNF Jim Dean

I

DNF John Hall

B

DNF Jai Sharma

B

DNF William Jenkins

D

DNF John Dickson

B

15
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news
HAWAIIAN
BARBECUE
OULTON PARK
GOLD CUP

TROPICAL/HAWAIIAN NIGHTS
OULTON PARK GOLD CUP – SATURDAY 24 AUGUST
Following what has become an Oulton Park tradition the theme of our
picnic at the Gold Cup, on Saturday evening after qualifying will be
Tropical & Hawaiian Nights!
With qualifying provisionally scheduled at 14.50 there will be plenty
of time to grow a moustache, dig out your Magnum Pi Shirts, bring a
Ferrari 308, wax your surfboard and polish your coconuts.
We will be looking for donations of cakes and desserts so if you can
help that would be great.
Email Anne: arichie3969@gmail.com
As before we will be asking for a contribution of £10pp which be
collected on the night.
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TOM PRYCE
#WHATS YOUR DREAM
A £50,000 appeal was launched at the Anglesey
Meeting to create a permanent memorial to
Welsh Formula 1 driver Tom Pryce in his
hometown of Denbigh.
The money will be used to erect a statue as a lasting memorial to the
rising star who went from being an apprentice tractor mechanic to a
Formula 1 driver in a very short space of time. The fund organisers
want the memorial to inspire future generations. #whatsyourdream
Donations can now be made via:
www.gofundme.com/tom-pryce-appeal.

DIARY DATES 2019*
EVENTS CALENDAR
30 MARCH 1x20MIN
DONINGTON PARK
18/19 MAY 1x30MIN
SILVERSTONE INTERNATIONAL
01 JUNE 2x20MIN
SNETTERTON (70s & HRS)
15/16 JUNE 2x20MIN
CADWELL PARK WOLDS TROPHY
29/30 JUNE 1x30MIN
BRANDS SUPER PRIX
13/14 JULY 2x20MIN
ANGLESEY
03/04 AUGUST 2x20MIN
CROFT NOSTALGIA
24-26 AUGUST 1x30MIN
OULTON PARK GOLD CUP

VIDEO OF THE MONTH – FRANK & LEWIS
ROKiT WILLIAMS RACING, SILVERSTONE GP

21 SEPTEMBER 1x20MIN
BRANDS INDY

Anyone who has a soft spot for Frank Williams and all he achieved with the
Williams Grand Prix Team will enjoy this. It makes you feel good and it makes
you smile. A great video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rT5S8sV9ppY

19/20 OCTOBER 1x25MIN
SILVERSTONE FINALS
*PROVISIONAL DATES & RACE DISTANCES
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